
HOW TO USE THE CONFERENCE MATERIALS
2021 Alternative Breaks Citizenship School

Staff Track | Participant Edition

You can follow along in each of the workshops using the outlines in your conference materials.
This is the EXPANDED version. That means there is additional space to take notes. If you want
materials that do not include space for notes (because you have a notebook you prefer to use,
for instance), download and print the CONDENSED version.

These materials include dynamic outlines, so they might look slightly different than the
workshops. However, we hope this cuts down the need to scribble content down frantically.
These outlines include:

● Key definitions
● Models
● Some slide content
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ASSET-BASED COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT THROUGH
COALITION BUILDING

Facilitated by Venneikia Williams + RaShaun Robinson

Community + Coalition

Community Definition

A community is a group of people living in the same place and/or having a feeling of shared
kinship with others, as a result of sharing common attitudes, identities, interests, and/or goals

Coalition Definition

A coalition is a group of individuals and/or organizations with a common interest who agree
to work together toward a common goal

What are some benefits of coalitions?
● Addresses an issue
● Empowers people
● Combines resources

○ Money
○ People power
○ Labor + Emotional labor

● Adds diversity in identities and thought
● Builds/expands political capital
● Creates organizational sustainability
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Moveable Middle

20% - Get it, on board, friends, allies, accomplices
20% - Naw, not here for it, actively rallying against social issue
60% - Moveable middle. Folks who maybe never thought about the issues, haven’t had the bell
rung, don’t see themselves as personally connected yet (though we believe our liberation is
bound with each other’s (Audre Lorde). These are the ppl we need to expend energy on. These
are the folks who we may be able to add to the movement.

Asset-Based Community Development* / Engagement
*McKnight and Kretzmann

Asset-Based Community Development builds on the assets that are found in the community
and mobilizes individuals, associations, and institutions to come together to realise and
develop their strengths.

This makes it different to a Deficit-Based approach that focuses on identifying and servicing
needs.

3 Foundations of ABCD (often called the three truths)
● Everyone has gifts.
● Everyone has something to contribute.
● Everyone cares about something and has passion.
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ACTIVITY | Take 5 minutes to think about what assets your coalition (or potential coalition)
might use to address some of your anticipated roadblocks.

Next Steps

1. Move beyond basic blog posts and vague program statements. Dig in. Really do the
work and others will see.

2. Be open to critique and feedback. Critique is love! If people didn’t care, they wouldn’t
do the labor of offering feedback. It is the lack of thought and feedback that should
have you worried.

3. Interrogate your resources + give back. Partner with orgs of Color.
4. Value critical connections over critical mass. Decolonize your definition of success.

(adrienne maree brown - emergent strategy)
5. Move at the speed of trust. (adrienne maree brown - emergent strategy)
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COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS + IMPACT
Facilitated by Shaun Delgado-Harris + Zidane Galant-LaPorte

DRAW | What does community mean to you?

Cultural Humility*

*coined by doctors Melanie Tervalon and Jann Murray-García in 1998

Cultural humility is a lifelong commitment to self-evaluation and critique; understanding and
respecting different ways of interaction and adapting one’s own behavior and language to fit
other norms.

This is not to be confused with adopting the behavior and language of another culture as your
own. That’s cultural appropriation.
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What to avoid:

1. Patronizing language. Participants may talk about the “lives they changed” through a
service project.
2. Deficit-based focus. Service titles. Urban Poverty and Food Deserts vs. Community
Approaches to Food Security.
3. “Us vs. Them.” Be aware of the conscious (and unconscious) ways that we might draw
distinctions between volunteers and community members.

JOURNAL | How can you best communicate cultural humility to your students and prepare
them to act accordingly?

RESOURCE | “This Overlooked Trait is the Key to True Allyship”

https://forge.medium.com/cultural-humility-is-the-key-to-true-allyship-326a663d7e53
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Types of Impact

UNINTENDED HARM
● Our work is done

improperly + re-done
● Our work displaces local

employment
opportunities or
contributes to
undercutting the local
economy

● And, of course, micro
offenses and lapses in
cultural humility can
happen anywhere

● Untrained students
making mistakes on a
house that requires time
and money to fix

● Donating money,
collected from the
community, to a faulty or
corrupt organization

● Communicating
inaccurate and
potentially damaging
information

● Incorrectly gathering
data/research that
undermines the
legitimacy of the project

NET NEUTRAL
● There will always be small

ways in which our actions
have negative and
positive consequences,
but on the whole, we
haven’t necessarily built
reciprocal relationships
nor helped move the
needle.

● Serving soup at a local
church once

● Organize a community
conversation that does
not end with actionable
steps

● Advocating for short term
solutions to a systemic
problem

● Assisted in a project that
pointed out problems,
but did not provide any
solutions

POSITIVE IMPACT
● Project goals (outcomes

and outputs) are met
● Strong relationship are

built, mutually beneficial
● Organization is better

suited to do their work
● Participants participate

in a project that supports
the efforts of the
organization and have
direct ways to continue
to consistently engage

● Gathering of resources
in the community to
support a coalition of
organizations supporting
community-wide goals

● Solidarity is fostered
through community
education

● Gaps in policies and/or
practices are exposed,
and solutions are made
readily achievable

ACTIVITY | Jamboard more examples for each category.

https://jamboard.google.com/d/13i2FADzAMuSzYA47ec9T_op0NzAdrg3GZIyTKPEs9Dk/edit?usp=sharing
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Partnership Building

The SiteBank is a searchable database of community organizations that are familiar with
alternative breaks and are interested in using alternative breakers to forward the work of their
organization.

The goal of partnership building is less cold calling each year and more moving towards
longer-term strategic partnerships (i.e. reciprocal relationships).

Strengthening the Relationship

● Establish shared vision
● Open communication

○ Feedback (ask for)
○ Authenticity

● Clear expectations
○ What is needed vs. provided
○ Roles and responsibilities

● Patience and benefit of the doubt
○ Other jobs and priorities
○ Work style and personality differences

COMMITMENT | Write down one practice your program can commit to that will help you move
toward more equitable partnerships.
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Community Partnership Values Match Tool

We recommend building a rubric or tool for your program that helps guide students through
the process of thoughtfully finding organizations who are in best alignment with your values
and priorities.

ACTIVITY | Considering the Values Match Tool. Sample on page 10 (next page)
● Put an asterisk (*) next to the things you think are important; underline ( ____ ) things

you haven’t previously thought about; question mark (?) next to questions you have
● Add anything that is important to your program that isn’t listed

At the end of the day whose needs and values are centered: the programs' or the community
partner’s?
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Rubric For Assessing a Community Organization Partnership
June 2010 (revised April 2021)

Does this work
for us?

1
(No)

2
(Somewhat)

3
(Yes)

4
(Dream Scenario)

Organization’s
mission & vision

Organization has
scattered

Mission. Not easy to
articulate or

understand what their
work focuses on.

Has defined mission
and vision, though our

potential work and
projects with

organization seem to
be unrelated.

Has well defined
mission and vision

that drives all of their
work, but loose ties to

our project.

Has clearly defined, specific vision
and mission at the root of

everything they do.

Our project is clearly
mission-aligned and the contact

person helps articulate the depth of
the connection.

Personality of
community
partner contact

We’ve tried multiple
methods of

communication
(voicemail, email, etc.)

and for whatever
reason have had an

extremely difficult time
communicating with
the contact person.

Kind, but sparse or
inconsistent

communication.

Friendly and reliable
communication.
Transparent in

articulating
organization’s goals,

needs, and strengths.

Contact person understands the
structure and goals of alternative
breaks and is excited to work with

the group. Has been helpful,
responsive, and innovative in

working with our group to
collaboratively determine project

goals.



Capability to
work with a
volunteer team
(usually 10-12
people)

Organization does not
have

capacity or interest to
work with a group our

size.

Hasn’t worked with
volunteer groups in

the past, but is willing
to try.

Has worked with
volunteer

groups or is
currently, though our

group size and
project length could
be a little much to

handle.

Contact person has demonstrated
understanding of the workload

that can be carried by a group of
10-12; clearly indicated through

the
projects developed.

Potential for
long-term
partnership

Not interested.
Organization lacks
stability. “We’ll call

you if we’re around
this time next year.”

Interested, but
doesn’t know

feasibility.
We would have to

work harder
throughout

partnership on our
end to build capacity

and long-term
projects.

Very interested.
The partnership will

need some significant
work on our end, but

will likely
become a strong

partnership
within about a

year.

Very interested.
Already have other

well-established partnerships,
potentially with groups that

are similarly structured.
Interested in developing multi-year

service work plans.

Need Organization’s needs are
unarticulated and/or

unorganized; our
presence seems more
disruptive than helpful;

unaccustomed to
volunteers.

Will work with us, but
our presence isn’t

truly impactful. Our
group is filling a shift
that other volunteers
and/or staff typically

fill.

Has need; will use
volunteer  groups to

meet that need.

High need; grassroots level work.
Volunteer groups are part of

capacity-building in a sustainable
way as well as meeting some
pressing needs for labor and

resources.



Community voice Organization is
separate from and/or

unknown by  the
community and creates
projects for volunteers
that are not driven by

local community
members.

Founding story is
grounded in

community assets
and needs though

community
members

don’t seem to be
meaningfully
involved in

subsequent stages.

Overall work
involves

community
members and is

rooted in community
assets and needs,

however our project
seems driven solely

by the
organization staff,

without much
involvement/input

from the community.

Work uses community assets to
directly meet community-articulated
needs. Organization’s leadership is

made up of diverse local community
leaders/members. The organization

is
within their community.

They regularly create
opportunities  and events to

better connect with all community
members.

Current local
partnerships

Organization is
currently

engaging in work
isolated from other
organizations in the

community.
No local partnerships.

One unilateral
or one directional
“partnership” with

a local entity.

Strong collaborative
partnerships with

multiple other local
agencies and
organizations.

Symbiotic relationships present
within the community. Their work

is not solely based on an issue.
They are invested in meaningful

partnerships, lasting relationships,
and true community-building.

Interested in working alongside,
supporting, and learning from
other community-based/led

efforts.



Community
development and
sustainability

We are involved in
work that

could/should be
done by local
community
members.

We are working with a
few members of the

community, but
mostly carrying out

the ideas of an
organization as

outsiders.
Without community

involvement, our
project could

perpetuate a cycle of
dependence  in this

community.

We are working with
members of the
community and

having real
conversations about

creating projects
that actually build

community.

We are welcomed
by the community.

Our group is used in a way that
expands capacity (not displaces

local employment or creates
dependence on outside assistance.)

We are able to “pass the torch” of
our project to be continued by local

efforts.

Community members outside the
organization see and understand

our role and look forward to
working side by side.

Assists with
education,
orientation, and
training
(the Learning
Components)

Organization assists
with none. For various

reasons, they are
unable to provide
orientation to the
project, articulate

needed skills (training),
or help volunteers

connect their work to
the bigger picture

(education).

Suggests helpful
resources for one of

the learning
components.

When volunteers
are on site,

organization is able
to suggest

resources and
assist with

deepening context
for two of the

learning
components.

Enthusiastically assists with all
three of the learning

components.

Suggests educational materials
for volunteers; provides

volunteers with a thorough
overview of organization’s work

and orientation within the
community; articulates skills

volunteers need to effectively
engage in projects.



IDENTITY-CONSCIOUS SUPERVISION
Facilitated by Meg E. Evans, Ph.D.

Identity-Consciousness

JOURNAL | Building Identity Consciousness
● What is identity?
● What of your identities are salient (often present and have impact) on you?
● What identities are you aware (or conscious) of in your supervision practice?

Introduction: Identity Conscious Supervision Model

“[M]ost student affairs professionals receive no instruction on how to supervise, instead
learning primarily from their supervisors who likely did not have any formal training (Holmes,
2014). Supervision is challenging and complex, and the literature indicates that student
affairs professionals are not doing it well (Winston & Creamer, 1997). Institutions use various
management mechanisms to maintain conformity within the culture and punish actions of
employees who act in contrast to the culture” (Brown, Desai, Elliott, 2020, p. 2).

All of that said, what, in your opinion and/or experience what are characteristics that make a
good supervisor?
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“Critical consciousness must occur to shift patterns in supervisory relationships and
organizations. Critical consciousness consists of the following: 1) working toward building an
understanding of our social identities and the role of these identities in continuing oppressive
norms and 2) learning of historical and modern-day examples and events perpetuating
systematic oppression (Quaye et al., 2018)” (Brown et al., 2020, p. 8).

Identity-Conscious Supervision Model
Brown, R., Desai, S., & Elliott, C. (2020). Identity-conscious supervision in student affairs:

Building relationships and transforming systems. Routledge.

1. Relationships With Self and Others 6. Balancing Expectations and Identity

2. Creating a Strong Sense of Self 7. Engaging with Conflict

3. Managing Power 8. Sustaining Identity-Consciousness

4. Acting with Courage 9. Influencing Institutional Change

5. Fostering Identity Exploration Language directly from text (pps. 17-19).
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(Brown et al., 2020, p. 17)

Brown, R., Desai, S., & Elliott, C. (2020). Identity-conscious supervision in student affairs:
Building relationships and transforming systems. Routledge.
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ACTIVITY | In small groups, discuss the scenarios provided making sure to focus on the
following:

● Potential challenges in the relationship
● Potential strategies for engagement (from supervisor perspective)

Scenarios:
1. Your supervisee, who identifies as a transwoman of Color has shared with you that they have

experienced many microaggressions from supervisors in the past. Recently, they have been
engaged with other staff (from other departments) to create a list of requests (not demands) that
they would like to see from the division of student affairs. The group plans to give the list to the
assistant to the Vice President of Student Affairs with each of their names signed to it. You have
more positional power then your supervisee (obviously). How might you guide or coach them in
their identity-based activism/advocacy?

2. Your supervisee is late to work (e.g., 1:1s, events, student group meetings) over and over and
over. Other than their struggle with timeliness, they are a stellar employee. They connect with
the students, navigate programming and budgeting well, and almost always follow through on
tasks. They are late, they say, because they are the primary caretaker to their [child(ren), parent,
grandparent, etc.]. How do you hold them accountable for their tardiness?

3. Think about your campus. What is the dominant political affiliation (i.e., republican, democrat,
independent)? You have a student supervisee (e.g., grad assistant, student leader, etc.) who
staunchly identifies with a political party that is not the majority party on your campus. It may or
may not be the party that you identify with. You notice that their political beliefs have come up a
few times with students. “No big deal,” you think, but you then start to notice that their political
beliefs impact the decisions they make about your department/office’s programs (e.g., student
recruitment, funding, policy, etc.). Nobody has complained to you about the student leader, but
you can tell people are frustrated by the student leader. What do you do?
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4. Your campus, like many, is pretty racially homogenous. Yet you supervise student leaders who
primarily hold minoritized racial identities. How does your racial identity impact your supervisory
relationship? What are the benefits and challenges of interracial supervision relationships?

5. For this scenario we are talking age. You don’t have to tell anyone your age, just think of your
generation (e.g., Boomer, Gen X, Millennial, etc.). Your supervisee is a different generation than
you. There is some well-documented evidence that communication between the generations can
be a challenge. You have found this to be the case between you and your supervisee. You don’t
recognize it as a generational attribute at first, but over time you realize, “AH! Gen (Boomer, X,
Millennial, Z) has got it all wrong!” You need to develop a communication plan for your
supervision with your generationally-opposite supervisee. How do you approach them?

6. You have recently hired on a few student leaders for your AB program. You have given them a
ton of structure, all the education and training they could want, a lot of support, plenty of time,
and A LOT of work. You expect big things out of them--this leadership experience is going on
their experiential education transcript after all. You notice one of your leaders has been checking
out in meetings a lot, she is not completing tasks, she is also not volunteering for projects in the
way(s) she had before. You ask her to come in for a 1:1 meeting and she confides in you that she
has diagnosed/documented anxiety and depression. Her symptoms have been worse lately and
impacting her work. How do you support her and get the things done that need to be done?

7. Like the United States, the dominant religion on your campus is Christianity. Student groups
such as Wesley Methodist Ministry hold a lot of power (and wealth) on your campus. Of your
site/trip leaders or executive board, most of those students also practice Christianity and are
involved with Christian student organizations as well as your AB program. One of your student
leaders, who has been on your team for the last two years, is not not a Christian--he practices
another non-dominant religion (e.g., Islam, Buddism, Jewidism). You overhear some of the
Christian student leaders all planning to go to an event together that discludes the student of
non-dominant faith. What do you do?
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Setting Individual Priorities

JOURNAL | What are your top priorities for interrogating your supervision praxis/practice?
Further, what are your priority action steps to transform or reinforce your supervision strategies
to move from (or sustain) your identity-conscious supervision praxis/practice?
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REBUILDING PROGRAM LOGISTICS
Facilitated by Stacey Sharer + RaShaun Robinson

Introduction

ACTIVITY | Take 3 minutes to write new headlines for alternative breaks

1.

2.

3.

Program Types

ACTIVITY | Determining program type (see next page)

● This is not a “one size fits all” chart. This is used as a measurement tool
● Categories are organized by trip size, program leadership, organizational structure,

attractive location-based trips, variations of AB model throughout the year, brand,
support for/investment in strong leadership through training, program culture, and
assessment
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EMERGING EXPERIENCED ESTABLISHED

1-3 trips 4-11 trips 12+ trips

Staff-led Staff & Student-led Student-led

^ Who is driving forward strategic planning efforts? If you don’t have at least 2 levels of student
leadership (site leaders & board leadership) then you can’t claim “student-led” in this category.

One or two “true believers” Office support and program
structure

High institutional support

^ Example: AB program included in University's overall recruitment materials (such as CMU)

Destination-based trips Destination-based trips with
a social issue focus

Sophisticated social issue focus
areas

^ Does the program have a justice foundation? (The program is helping people understand their active
citizen role in social justice & the trips are a practice run - learning about & organizing around a particular

slice of a justice issue)

Trips only one time/year (typically
spring domestic)

Trips two times/year -
typically winter and spring,
domestic and international

Domestic, International,
curriculum-based, fall, winter,
spring, summer weekend, etc.

No program brand Evolving brand Well-branded

^Example of well-branded programs: Rollins, Vanderbilt, UCSD

Little to no training for trip
participants

Established training or
toolkits for participants and
student trip leaders

Students actively involved in
building curriculum and facilitating
training for other students

^Consider a program-wide diversity & social justice training for all the folks involved

No program culture Strong trip identity Clear program identity

Little to no assessment Assessment of student
learning - typically geared
towards active citizen
development

Assessment of student learning -
both active citizen development
and trip focus area specific learning.
Assessment of community impact
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Focus Area based on Program Level

Emerging: run amazing trips Experienced: increase
student leadership

Established: influence campus
culture

The Learning Components

EDUCATION - specific to the social issue(s) your class is focusing on/related to the focus area of your
service project.
● Provides historical, political, economic, and social context of the issues at a national and global

level.
● Connects social issue(s) to our everyday lives; makes issues feel more personal.
● Deepens understanding of personal role in perpetuating, maintaining, or alleviating social

problems.

ORIENTATION - specific to the site (organization(s), project(s), and community the group works with
before and during the trip.

● Establish relationship and shared vision with organization
● Provide overview of org’s history, vision/mission, & impact
● Understand project goals and how work fits into bigger picture
● Consider specifics of a community's history, culture, politics, demographics, etc.

TRAINING - specific to the skills needed to address the issue(s) in communities.
● Develop hard and soft skills needed for project
● Practice and adopt language and behavior that builds respect for community
● Gain experience in order to continue short and long-term community work

Mind Mapping 101

Steps to Creating a Mind Map
1. Identify social issue and location. Begin with the social issue in the center of the paper (choose one

that is relatively familiar or of interest to your specific class).
2. Brainstorm. What questions do you automatically have about the issue? What things do you know

a little about?
3. Pinpoint Education. Use the definitions we went over earlier as a checklist. Go back and mark what

areas can be covered by articles, a speaker panel, a movie, the direct service work, and other
media to learn more about the issue. Is anything missing?

4. Pinpoint Orientation. What are questions that need to be answered by your community partner
and/or host community? How can you involve them in the process? Fill in anything that you might
have missed.

5. Pinpoint Training. What areas of the mind map demand a specific skill that would benefit your work
with this issue and partner? Mark areas that you could work with the team to develop skills
(construction, language, recording data, etc.)
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ACTIVITY | Mind mapping practice
● Mind Mapping Platform: http://www.mindmeister.com/folders

Summary

TAKEAWAY | Write down one focus area to think about tied to the program assessment tool
and one personal goal tied to your role.

http://www.mindmeister.com/folders
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IMPLEMENTING ALTERNATIVES TO DIRECT SERVICE
Facilitated by Venneikia Williams + Zidane Galant-LaPorte

Redefining Service

Alternative breaks have evolved a lot over time (think from charity to justice)
● And now times have demanded that it changes again to become more community and

justice centric

Four Types of Service
● Direct service: service that directly affects the persons, animals, or parks we want to

impact. Ex. build birdhouses in collaboration with the local nature center to attract a
bird whose natural home is threatened

● Indirect service: service in which you are not in the presence of the person or issue
you are impacting. Ex. organize a collection drive to ask neighbors and school
families to donate garden supplies for a community garden

● Advocacy: speaking up for or against an issue or solution. Ex. hold a community
information night to inform neighbors about the importance of reducing invasive
species

● Research: involves finding out new information that informs or demands action. Ex.
take water samples and participate in species count days, share research data about
the health of a site in order to ask the community to take action

Introduction to Mutual Aid

Finding opportunities: https://www.mutualaidhub.org

Alternatives to Direct Service

ACTIVITY | Break into small groups to discuss more in-depth and nuanced conversations
regarding the following

● Advocacy
● History + Witness Tours
● Virtual and in-person
● Raising awareness or funds
● Research
● Mutual Aid

https://www.mutualaidhub.org
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Summary

Ultimately, service is more than we have imagined in the past, and here is our invitation to
reimagine together where service and impact looks like for communities. We are all impacted
and connected in our communities, and diverse ways of service helps us to concretely address
those interconnected needs.

TAKEAWAY | Write down how you have been challenged to reconsider “service” and what that
has sparked.

RESOURCES | Use as guiding resources, planning materials, etc.

Asset-Based Community Engagement
● Increasing Coalition Effectiveness Through Community Mobilization
● What is ABCD?
● Let’s Get Explicit: Social Justice in Asset Based Community Development

Alternatives to Direct Service
● Virtual Best Practice Guide (Working Group)
● Four Types of Service
● What is Mutual Aid? (Video)
● Mutual Aid Hub (works best in Chrome)
● ‘Solidarity, Not Charity’: A Visual History of Mutual Aid
● The Radical Past and Present of Mutual Aid
● Introduction to Mutual Aid - Mariame Kaba (YouTube, 1:45 hours, ASL interpretation

and CC available)

https://ohioline.osu.edu/factsheet/CDFS-12
https://sustainingcommunity.wordpress.com/2013/08/15/what-is-abcd/
https://shelterforce.org/2019/04/26/lets-get-explicit-social-justice-in-asset-based-community-development/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uJxHjEi6Mws3a8WxllW7cfz2h44pAHtInPLVNpY-4JI/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.learningtogive.org/resources/four-types-service-action#:~:text=Direct%20Service%20is%20service%20that,or%20cleaning%20up%20a%20park.&text=It%20is%20they%20type%20of,against%20an%20issue%20or%20solution.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYPgTZeF5Z0&t=2s
https://www.mutualaidhub.org/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2020-12-22/a-visual-history-of-mutual-aid
https://foundationbeyondbelief.org/the-radical-past-and-present-of-mutual-aid/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJaeblrlW_Q
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JUSTICE-BASED STRATEGIC PLANNING
Facilitated by Stacey Sharer + RaShaun Robinson

Create the Program You Want to Be Assessed On

What are your goals for the end of the next academic year? How will you be assessed and by
whom?

ACTIVITY | Breakout and answer the following questions:
● What tool do you use to measure student learning, if any?
● What tool do you use to measure student satisfaction, if any?
● What tool do you use to measure community impact and/or partner satisfaction, if any?
● Who gets this information and how is it used?
● How can we backwards map to get to where we are today?
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Program Assessment + SWOT

SWOT examples:
S: Well built, bought-in exec. team.
W: Culture of low pre-trip mtg
attendance
O: New University Admin promoting
ideas of inclusion & civic
engagement
T: Increasing risk management hoops
making it difficult for student
leadership to maintain autonomy &
responsibilities

ACTIVITY | Complete a SWOT
analysis for your program,
individually and in pairs

Graphic via Creative Commons

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5/
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Program Planning

The last step in this process is to build the roadmap. How will you use your assets to show real
impact on students and the community?
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LOGIC MODEL |

Graphic via Eastern Washington University

https://inside.ewu.edu/ogrd/pre-award/proposal-development/writing-resources/logic-models/
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Mind Map

See page 22 “Steps to Creating a Mind Map”
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